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The Jeep Wrangler remains the most capable in the brand's lineupâ€”and perhaps the most
capable SUV on the market. Jeep has gone to great lengths to preserve this model's
authenticity. You can still completely remove its top and doors and flip down the windshield.
The door hinges are still exposed, attached to flat sheetmetal that pointedly avoids mass-market
appeal. Wrangler buyers would have it no other way. And that authenticity goes a long way
toward making the other Jeep productsâ€”whether family SUVs or smaller crossoversâ€”just
that much more desirable than their competitors. But the Wrangler is no longer the
rough-and-tumble compromise it once was. Yes, it's still a bit crude, but considering where it
came from, and where it can take you, the Wrangler is now livable, thanks to vital changes made
over the past few model years. Two body styles are available: the two-door Jeep Wrangler and
four-door Wrangler Unlimited. They offer a choice of soft or hard tops, as well as a package that
includes both, for those who want to switch back and forth depending on season. Though easily
penetrated by road and wind noise, they can completely open the cabin, making the Wrangler a
true convertible SUV. And fans of T-tops will like the Freedom hardtop, which has removable
roof panels for a semi-open-air experience that requires less futzing. Jeep has improved its soft
top design in recent years, making it much easier to use, but it's still a complex, multi-hand
operation. In , Jeep introduced its Pentastar 3. A six-speed manual is still offered, too. The V-6
and automatic combination can now dash to 60 mph in a much faster 8. There's surprisingly
strong passing pep, and revs are kept low. About the only complaint we have is with the old but
very rugged recirculating-ball steering gear and its dullness. Well, that and its mpg EPA city
rating. The sacrifices might well be worth it when you take to the trailâ€”pretty much any
trailâ€”and experience the Wrangler's reason for being. The tough body-on-frame chassis and
solid front and rear axles that established the Wrangler as one of the most capable off-road
SUVs on the market continues to wow, with lots of clearance, a rugged underbody with
protective skid plates, and terrific boulder-scrambling prowess. The traditional four-wheel-drive
system is also supplemented with some modern tech, including an electric sway-bar disconnect
that permits impressive wheel articulation without the expense of floppy on-road cornering. The
Wrangler is no longer a huge pain on-road, either. While the noise can get to you on long
highway trips, the suspension is compliant enough and the handling acceptable. The ride is
especially good on the Unlimited model, because of its longer wheelbase, while the two-door
can still get caught out on larger bumps. But the Wrangler keeps a solid feeling and, as long as
you remember that it has a high center of gravity, works just as you'd expect. Refinement has
been improved incrementally on the Wrangler in recent years, including a pretty dramatic
transformation for the interior. The Wrangler no longer resembles cheap plastic roughly stuck
together; instead its instrument panel is modern and curvy yet upright, with soft-touch materials
provided in a few spots where they'll be noticed. And you can still hose out the interior when
you need to, with drain plugs included on every Wrangler. The lineup includes base Sport,
fancier Sahara, and super-off-road-focused Rubicon. Across the upper trims there's a wide
range of choices in top configurations--including a body-color hardtop now offered in Sahara
and Rubicon form--as well as a bunch of appearance packages that go by names like Freedom,
Willys Wheeler, and Hard Rock. Wrangler models can be equipped with air conditioning,
navigation, automatic climate control, and streetwise alloy wheels, even Alpine speakers. Its
utter flexibility, along with those options and others like Bluetooth connectivity, MyGIG music
storage, Sirius Satellite Radio, heated seats, automatic climate control, and a hard-core off-road
package have us still quite amazed at all that's offeredâ€”more than any other off-roader.
Changes for include the usual new paint colors and trim packages, as well as a new standard
eight-speaker audio system, a new nine-speaker system that includes a subwoofer, a package
that bundles steel wheels with inch tires for Sport models, and a Torx tool set that's standard on
all models, allowing owners to remove the windshield or doors wherever they are. Few vehicles
have such obvious design lineage, carrying from one generation to the next. The current
Wrangler looks a whole lot like the Wranglers that came before it, and the CJs that came before
that. Extra styling doesn't help off-road, and straight sheetmetal is easier to repair. The
Wrangler is ripe with military heritage and go-anywhere parentage, and there's just nothing else
that looks like it on the road today. Its trapezoidal wheel flares, flat sides, and seven-slot grille
all remind us that this Jeep was designed with function at front of mind. Many of its current
design features are just about as old as the original modelâ€”just look at its removable doors,
external door hinges, and fold-down windshield. This deference to heritage hasn't stopped the
designers from having a little fun with the details, though. A Willys silhouette is part of the
windshield's edge mask, and there are little Jeep icons in the lighting elements, as well. Some
models even have that Willys silhouette painted in the wheel pockets. It's the interior of the
Jeep Wrangler that's seen the biggest changes with the passing years, and that's a good thing.
The drab, hard-plastic dashboard and trim of a few years ago are now history, and instrument

panels and door panels are now nicely contoured. Trims have also been freshened and given a
bezeled or machined look, and the look and feel is way more sophisticated while keeping the
brief, upright, and businesslike look of the dash. Elbow rests and other areas have soft-touch
padding, while there's now interior courtesy lighting underneath the instrument panel and in the
cupholder areas. While the look hasn't changed much, thankfully the Wrangler doesn't drive like
a vintage off-roader. A modern V-6 and newer automatic have helped this Jeep make
tremendous leaps and bounds in the drivability categoryâ€”especially on the highway. The 3.
And, with its current automatic transmissionâ€”an heirloom from older Mercedes-Benz
modelsâ€”it shifts smoothly in light to moderate acceleration. Regardless of whether you
choose the automatic or the manual, the gear ratios are very tall in the high rangeâ€”an
automatic model with the base 3. A tall 4. The Pentastar has all the requisite low-end torque
needed for hardcore off-roading, something that's been missing since the days of the 4. The
Wrangler is surprisingly quick, tooâ€”the Unlimited four-door models only take about 8.
Although the powertrain is charming, the Wrangler's dull recirculating-ball steering still leaves
lots to be desired. Turn-in is crisp enough, but the steering has a 'dead zone' of sorts and
universally lacks feedback or road feel. The Wrangler's tall tire sidewalls also tend to get in the
way of responsiveness on curvy roads. The good news is that it's very easy to place on tight
trails, with the steering compensating for the drag of big tires on sand, mud, or rock. Among
useful quirks, like only a handful of off-road-focused vehicles today, you can start the Wrangler
in gear, with your left foot off the clutch provided you have 4-Low engaged. This basically uses
the starter to get the car going, and is especially useful on an incline when you want to start in
gear and manage the brakes to avoid rolling backwards. Take off to the trailâ€”pretty much any
trailâ€”and you'll experience the Wrangler's reason for being. There's some modern technology
to supplement the traditional four-wheel-drive system, too--like an electric sway-bar disconnect
that permits impressive wheel articulation without making the on-road experience too floppy.
For those who shop by the numbers, the critical ones for the Wrangler are The Jeep Wrangler is
available as either a four-door Unlimited, or the more recognizable two-door model. Both have
two rows of seating. The Wrangler Unlimited is With its inch wheelbase, the Wrangler Unlimited
feels like a pretty spacious mid-size utility vehicle inside. There's enough room for full-size
adults in the back, and the seats are bolstered now in a way that makes riding in the back a little
more comfortable, especially for off-roading adventures. In , Jeep upgraded the Wrangler's
interior pieces to make it feel more like a proper road-going SUV and a little less like something
out of a military fleet. Some of those charming, old school nuances remainâ€”for better or
worseâ€”like the exterior-hinged doors that are stopped only by a pull-strap.
Manual-transmission models don't offer a foot rest on the far left, but the pedals are far enough
apart to allow shifting with larger shoes or boots. The Wrangler also remains the only the
vehicle on the market today that will allow you to fold the windshield forward and out of the
way. Over the past couple of years Jeep has introduced a host of improvements to reduce
noise, vibration, and harshness NVH , and anyone with experience in older models will find the
new Wrangler far quieter inside. It's more tolerable for commuters than it used to be, for sure.
There's a little more gear whine and road noise if you opt for the manual transmission, but
considering the sharp-edged exterior there's not all that much wind noise, even at 70 mph. Ride
quality is still not one of the Wrangler's more charming features--it's firm, quite busy, and there
are usually plenty of secondary motions, so you're always well aware of the road surface. This
is one of the few vehicles other than heavy-duty pickups that still offers a live front axle; larger
bumps met mid-corner, for instance, sometimes produce a full-frontal shudder. The two-door
Wrangler models are slightly bouncier because of their shorter wheelbase. The removable tops
are one of Jeep's best features; though easily penetrated by road and wind noise, they can
completely open the cabin, making the Wrangler a true convertible SUV. Cargo space is quite
generous in the Unlimited, and acceptable in two-door models. The rear seat can be folded
down, but it doesn't create a flat load floor when collapsed. You can also remove it entirely if
you don't need it or have large items to carry. Access to the rear is via a swing-out tailgate and
either a top-hinged glass panel or zippered plastic rear window--or neither if the top is
completely removed. The Jeep Wrangler hasn't done too well in the crash tests it's been
subjected to, which is a result of its tall, top-heavy design. It lacks advanced-safety features, but
we don't think too many Wrangler buyers are interested n them, and it is at least easy to see out
of with few obstructions. It has not put the Wrangler through any of its crash tests. The
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS hasn't rated this Jeep very well, and this is what's
most concerning: The two-door Wrangler is rated 'good' for frontal impact, 'moderate' in the
seat-based rear-impact test, and just 'poor' for side impact. Four-door Wrangler Unlimited
models have the same frontal and rear ratings, but they get side-impact scores of
'marginal'--better, but still not top-notch. The two-door has also been tested in the new small

overlap front test,scoring 'marginal' here as well. There are more than just a couple safety
features built into the Wranglerâ€”stability control and anti-lock brakes, Hill Start Assist for
manual-transmission models and Trailer Sway Control for towing. They are seat-mounted units
in both cases. While the Wrangler still looks like a throwback to early Jeeps, the options list,
especially on the interior, is thoroughly modern. Today's Wranglers can be equipped with power
windows, automatic climate control, navigation, and alloy wheels that look just as good on the
street as they do on the trails. The Wrangler lineup is offered in three main trim levels, including
the base Sport, the Sahara, and the mega-capable Rubicon. Within each trim are packages that
thoroughly change the content and appearance, each coming with its own name. The upper
trims offer a variety of configurations and options, including a body-colored hardtop with
removable panels. Standard equipment includes inch painted steel wheels, an eight-speaker
sound system, satellite radio, cloth seats, the six-speed manual, skid plates, fog lamps, tow
hooks, a compass, and even an outdoor temperature gauge. Options include Bluetooth
connectivity, navigation, and power windows and door locks. Changes for include the usual
new paint colors and trim packages--Rubicon Hard Rock replaces Rubicon X and has a new
look; Willys Wheeler and Freedom editions return--as well as a new standard eight-speaker
audio system, a new nine-speaker system that includes a subwoofer, a package that bundles
black steel wheels with inch tires for Sport models, and a Torx tool set that's standard on all
models, allowing owners to remove the windshield or doors wherever they are. Fuel efficiency
is neither a strong suit nor a priority for the Wrangler, thought it's better now than it has been in
the past. If EPA numbers are a concern for you and you're just interested in all-wheel drive, it's
worth looking at a crossover instead. The Wrangler's 3. If you're willing to deal with the extra
fuel costs, the Wrangler can take you up and down trails that most other SUVs just can't.
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Photos Inventory. Dislikes Poor handling on pavement Ride is rough Steep prices for top
editions Very poor safety ratings Complex soft-top installation. Buying tip Choose the four-door
Unlimited for a better ride and increased everyday livability. Choose a Rubicon model only if
you plan on doing serious off-roading; with the right tires, even a base Sport has all the
capability most need. The Jeep Wrangler offers more options and features than ever in a
supremely off-road-capable package that's comfortable enough to act as daily transportation
too. Review continues below. Used Jeep Wrangler for sale near change location. Continue
Reading. The Car Connection Consumer Review. Rate and Review your car for The Car
Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance,
Safety, Features and more. August 18, Overall Rating. Was this review helpful to you? Browse
Used Listings in your area 7. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Jeep
Wrangler against the competition. Used Jeep Wrangler 2, cars. Used Toyota 4Runner cars. All
Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. First of all, if you
want great gas mileage it isnt for you. If you want to be able to drive in any condition and go
anywhere it is. If you are thinking about a Jeep Wrangler, the first step is to not be stupid about
it. If you have the money to go out and buy the higher versions of it then by all means go ahead
and do so. For the rest of us here is my best advice for you, buy the Sport model. Jeeps are the
most modified vehicle on the road. Save K dollars at purchase and buy what you want for it
aftermarket. You'll love driving it, but its a taller vehicle, it can be a handle when the wind is
really blowing especially on the highway and the soft top makes it a little worse. All jeeps are
kind of noisier than a regular car, but that is because of the fun factor you will have when it is
warmer and you have the top off. It's a unique vehicle that isn't for everyone but if you are
adventurous and fun loving the Jeep is perfect. Like motorcyclists, Wrangler drivers give a
wave to each other on the road. That made it easier for me to transition from my California,
motorcycle-only driving to the East Coast where they have seasons and I need 4 wheels to
travel. Pros: it's not just a car, it's a way of life Endless accessories are available, depending
upon what you want to do Best resale value of any car. Look online at a 5 year old Wrangler with
, miles Mine is worth more now than when I bought it! Cons: endless accessories mean your
build won't ever end while you own your rig Along with the high resale value comes the high
cost. Any other words, Sahara, Rubicon, Willys model cost more. You can't get one less than
30,, anywhere on earth. I see people pay 50, So I spent 2, on tires, wheels, and a 2" minimum lift
kit and mine looked better than the Rubicon now it's over 40k. Then I spent more and got a front
bumper with a big "trail stinger" bar and a Superwinch synthetic, because if synthetic line ever
breaks, it falls to the ground rather than cutting off a head, and the Dyneema cord is as strong
as steel. Now my Wrangler is priceless, ready to pull you out of a ditch if you follow me! In
December we bought the Jeep Wrangler Sport. It had miles on it; they drove it up from Los

Angeles to the Central Valley. My Husband is 6'3" and a big guy; this vehicle fits him
comfortably. The following weekend we took it up to the snow; the 4-wheel drive was great and
we had an awesome experience. The fact that you can go from Manual to Standard is a great
feature! We upgraded the bumpers and side rails, did some custom paint work in the interior
and bought a bikini top. The freedom we feel driving it has made the monthly payment worth it.
This Summer of we took it up to an annual Jeep run in the Sierra Mountains; with only our new
fancy bumpers and side rails we took our Jeep up. We were completely shocked at what the
Wrangler did. Trails and Mountains the Jeep climbed were shocking! This machine went right
on up some scary mountains; we had great spotters but it still just amazed us on how awesome
this vehicle is. They say; You're never done building a Jeep. Which is completely true! I like how
the holes are pre-drilled for adding such things as bumpers, side rails, winches and such. It's
truly is a Lego set. Cons: the backseat is not made for tall people, anyone over 5'8" has trouble
getting in and out. The speakers between the front and back seat, up in the roof, don't give
much head room for the people riding in the back. Inside of the vehicle is nosy with the hard top
on. The braking does take a bit longer to stop. We've had this Jeep for a little over 5 years and
we're still happy. The performance and enjoyment of owning a Jeep Wrangler has made our
lives a little bit more adventurous. Die hard Wrangler fan here. Just bought my Wrangler Willys
2 weeks ago. Mileage is not as good as my but it's because of the beefy tires and gears. Had a
NEW 97, 02, 04, 06, 08,10, 12, 13, and Used Hardtops are a pain in the butt without a lift in
garage. It's awesome. If you're not a priss, you need to experience a Wrangler. These vehicles
run better in the snow without the 4WD than most vehicles do with the 4WD engaged. The soft
tops keep you plenty warm in the winter. Only problem is the auto industry has had problems
with the Takata air bag systems for 7 or 8 years. Jeep continues to put them in the Wranglers.
Now there's a recall for metal shards shooting out of the passenger side bags. They can also go
off in the heat and humidity. No wreck required. Never had a new vehicle over 2 yrs and 8 days.
That was my 08 Wrangler lease. I have had this one 4 years now. Never had any problems with
this one. I have 58, so it's almost a year. Like it the best of my 10 Wranglers. This is the most fun
vehicle I've ever had. It can get through anything and is solidly built. The hard top is quiet but
not like a sedan so if you're looking for that this is not the vehicle for you. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Wrangler. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a
review See all Wranglers for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Wrangler. Sign Up. A new Hard
Rock special-edition model is for those looking to enhance the Wrangler's off-roading
capabilities. Its sole engine is a 3. Off-roading is where the Wrangler excels with an excellent
four-wheel-drive system that allows it to traverse rough trails and crawl through large rocks that
would otherwise prevent most SUVs from continuing on. The addition of the Pentastar 3. Cabin
materials on the Wrangler have improved since the model year refresh with better sound
insulation, a redesigned center stack, and higher-grade plastics. Controls are user-friendly
while features such as heated seats and power heated mirrors add a premium touch to the SUV.
Customizability is another Wrangler strong suit with many available special editions and
accessories that allow buyers to customize their cars according to their tastes. The four-door
Wrangler Unlimited, on the other hand, received a Good rating on the moderate overlap front
crash, and Marginal in two categories Good is the highest possible score. The Jeep Wrangler
remains one of the best off-road vehicles on the market with its powerful V-6 engine and
capable chassis. In a Comparison Test , we said that the SUV "feels unstoppable off-road" and
that the driver never needs to question the Jeep's capabilities. It goes through trails effortlessly
while offering good on-road performance to improve its daily usability. After the model-year
refresh , the Wrangler is also more upscale, with many available creature comforts, more sound
insulation, and an interior made of higher-quality materials, making it "the most refined
Wrangler cabin ever. Additionally, the SUV's steering rack is slow but "offers up good feedback
that lets the driver know exactly where the wheels are pointed. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All
Specs. Impressive off-road performance Well-built and utilitarian cabin Highly customizable. Not
as fuel-efficient as car-based crossovers Slow steering. Expand All New for Key Competitors.
All Model Years Toggle Navigation Factory Chrysler Parts. Categories About Us. Select a
Vehicle. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the
right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles
found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or
clicking of this link will close the Cart. Some restrictions apply. Home Jeep Wrangler OEM Jeep
parts are manufactured by Jeep to maximize the performance of Jeep Wrangler vehicles and
provide the certainty that the repair will be done right the first time. Parts that fit. Parts that

perform. Select a Jeep Wrangler Driveline. We are your source for Factory Jeep Parts. Genuine
Jeep parts are the smart choice for repair, maintenance, or upgrade of your Jeep Wrangler.
When you choose OEM parts for your vehicle, you're choosing to maintain the quality and
reliability of your vehicle, ensuring peak performance mile after mile. Our extensive inventory of
parts is maintained by the experienced professionals who know your vehicle best, so you can
trust that you're getting the right parts every time with Factory Chrysler Parts. As a leading Jeep
parts provider online, we set ourselves apart from the crowd with our excellent customer
service, which you can reach by phone or email. Get the right parts for the right price, right
when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and fast shipping. If you have any
questions about parts, fitment or shipping, just ask. Our experienced staff of parts specialists is
standing by to help. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Make yourself comfortable. But
as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes place in the interior cabin. Factory Chrysler
Parts. Average 4. Great layout. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My Information
Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are
not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. Custom Jeep Wrangler for sale special
editions like the Wrangler Unlimited, Rubicon, and Sahara Edition have been offered since the
late s. Shortly after, the Chrysler Corporation bought the company and began production. In its
new design, the off-roader featured a higher ground clearance, wider track, and a great deal
more comfort than its AMC counterpart. While its rectangular headlights were disliked by some
critics, improvements under the hood helped Jeep cars step into its own identity. Offered with
either a 2. The Rubicon, named after the famed trail in the Sierra Nevadas, features inch alloy
wheels, beefed-up axles, four-wheel drivetrain, diamond plate rocker panels, and other extras to
improve its off-road worthiness and aesthetic appeal. The Unlimited trim level includes the
drivetrain improvements mentioned above, as well as a 10 inch stretch in the chassis to
improve cargo and passenger space. The Sahara Edition, considered by many to be the top of
the top of the line, came standard with most of the extras available: fog lights, extended
body-colored fender flares, air-conditioning, exclusive high-backed bucket seats, and upgraded
wheels. While there is a following for modified Jeep Wranglers for sale in their original
condition, a new culture of modification has grown with the wide variety and availability of
aftermarket parts, including wheels, engine upgrades, hard and soft top improvements, and
more. For those interested in purchasing a Wrangler or tricked out SUVs, we have a wide
selection for sale in a variety of trim levels and color. Recent Arrival! This monster is powered
by a 3. This jeep is built for heavy off road situations and Full Factory Prestige Imports Miami,
FL. I am selling my rig that I've built up over the past two years so I can buy some property
outside the city. I have taken it to Colorado and NM a few times for fly fishing trips and also
camping No listings found! Widen search by de-selecting one or more search filter items.
Register an account to save your searches for more than 30 days. Owner Prestige Imports
Miami, FL X Success Your e-mail has been sent. You will be sent a copy of this email to the
email address you provided. Make Jeep show more show less. Model Wrangler show more
show less. All Used Wrangler CJ-5 6. CJ-7 2. CJ-8 2. Gladiator Grand Cherokee Grand Cherokee
Trackhawk 3. Grand Wagoneer 1. J10 1. M 1. Willys 1. Beige 1. Black Blue 3. Brown 1. Gray 2.
Green 9. Grey Orange 2. Other 9. Red 4. Silver White Dealer Private Saved Searches. ZIP Code.
Wrangler in Miami. Wrangler in Columbus. Wrangler in Tampa. Wrangler in Detroit. Wrangler in
Chicago. Wrangler in Houston. Wrangler in Cleveland. Wrangler in Indianapolis. Wrangler in
Greensboro. Wrangler in Jackson. Wrangler in Scottsdale. Wrangler in New Orleans. Wrangler
in Seattle. Wrangler in Orlando. Wrangler in Dallas. Wrangler in Philadelphia. Wrangler in
Jacksonville. Wrangler in Phoenix. Wrangler in Cincinnati. Wrangler in Salt Lake City. Wrangler
in Nashville. Wrangler in San Antonio. Wrangler in Las Vegas. Wrangler in Washington. The
6-speed manual transmission helps the Wrangler achieve a decent 17 mpg city and 21 mpg
highway rating. Jeep considers the Wrangler's off-road prowess integral to the brand and they
continue to make one of the most capable 4-wheel drive vehicles available. Close this Model
overview: The Wrangler and its 4-door sibling, the Wrangler Unlimited, come in four trim levels
for , all with a 3. The engine makes hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque. All Wrangler models have a
6-speed manual transmission as standard equipment, while a 5-speed automatic is optional. All
Wrangler models also come with electronic stability control, a full-size spare tire and Read more
The Wrangler and its 4-door sibling, the Wrangler Unlimited, come in four trim levels for , all
with a 3. All Wrangler models also come with electronic stability control, a full-size spare tire
and shift-on-the-fly 4-wheel drive; the Sahara and Rubicon models add traction control. All
models also share Dana solid front axles and heavy-duty rear axles, ensuring that the Wrangler
will keep moving over obstacles that would stop other off-roaders. Every Wrangler's interior
features cloth-wrapped bucket seats with driver height-adjustment, a tilt-adjustable steering

wheel, temperature and compass gauge, cruise control and an anti-theft engine immobilizer.
The Sahara trim receives heated power mirrors, power windows and remote keyless entry. The
suspension is a heavy-duty type and the wheels are inch aluminum. A standard 3-piece hard top
is also included that comes with a rear wiper, defroster and tinted windows. The Sahara
Wrangler gets performance suspension, inch aluminum wheels, fender flares, a leather steering
wheel, side steps, satellite radio with a one year subscription and remote keyless entry. The
Rubicon is the Wrangler's factory-built off-road model. Mechanically, the Rubicon is fitted with
Tru-Lok front and rear axles, Dana heavy-duty axles, an electronic sway bar disconnect and
Rock-Trac 4-wheel drive system. The options list however, is broad enough to configure
Wranglers any way the buyer wants, ranging from a 30GB media center stereo that includes a 6.
Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for
this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Iconic styling;
impressive off-road prowess; 2- and 4-door configurations available. The Wrangler is nearly
unchanged, though the base and optional stereos now have an extra speaker. Jeep considers
the Wrangler's off-road prowess integral to the brand and they continue to make one of the
most capable 4-wheel drive vehicles Read more. Close this. The Wrangler and its 4-door sibling,
the Wrangler Unlimited, come in four trim levels for , all with a 3. There's a problem loading this
m
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